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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to talk about the two-way communication that we want to have with you – the science communityMission: Serve the user community~ half the community is associated with ASRProviding measurements that meet your needs – that are of known and reasonable qualityAnd in a way that is straightforward for you to useYou need to be well informed about what ARM is doing – and we need to be attuned to your needsThis talk is mainly about what we’re doing to aid this two-way communication



Engaging with Users Through Facility 
Processes, Meetings, and Web Tools 
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ARM engages with science users through 
multiple avenues including:

 The ARM Website (www.arm.gov)
 Constituent Groups such as the User 

Executive Committee, the radar and 
aerosol measurement and science 
groups and the ASR working groups

 Targeted Workshops
 Science meetings such as the annual 

ASR/ARM meeting through breakout 
sessions and working group chairs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main topics I’ll hit today are:The website – the primary means that we use to provide you information – including the data discovery interface – main mechanism for obtaining dataConstituent groups – small groups that serve as interfaces to the community – like the UEC and the SISCTargeted workshops – sometimes with specific constituent groups – and sometimes mixed with external scientistsAnd Science meetings – especially this one – the most important source of user input



Next-Generation Website
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In response to user feedback, the website was redesigned to make:

▶ Navigation easier - 10 tabs 
reduced to 5

▶ Accessing data more direct
▶ Searches more efficient
▶ Expanded “About” Tab
▶ Finding key information easier

● New Footer Navigation
● Help Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a new ARM website went live December 29. In response to user feedback, the website was redesigned to make:Navigating easier by reducing the number of tabs at the top from ten to fiveAccessing data easy by making it the first navigation tabSearching the site more effective with a new search capability that sorts by relevance and latest contentExpanded “About” tab – lots of new information – more on this shortlyFinding important information from any page simpler with a new footer navigation: organization/contacts, data policies, and help
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under “About” there is a tab called “Future Directions” This is a new effort to communicate what we’re doing and how we solicit inputEngaging with the facility – some of the topics from this talkAnd Shows features on new web site.Examples of engineering activities: the LASSO framework and related tasksThe photogrammetry network at SGPNew precipitation networkModification of MFRSRs to include 1625 nm filters



 New ways of downloading data
▶ Globus Online
▶ THREDDS/OPeNDAP
▶ DropBox

 Transfer files fast with Globus Online:
▶ Click the Globus link in the Order 

notification email
▶ Login to Globus with your 

Institutional credentials
▶ Pick a “Destination” and “Start 

Transfer”
 THREDDS provides coherent access to 

large datasets, using OPeNDAP
(subsetting) and other data access 
protocols

 DropBox option, lets the user order and 
sync with their workstations ‘remotely’ 
using dropbox

See: Ranjeet Devarakonda 
(Poster# 150)

New Data Delivery Options via 
Data Discovery Tool



New Datastream Search
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To deal with the growing data volume and complexity – and in response to recent reviews by the BERAC and by a special data panel – we have been developing new capabilities to improve data discovery, to communicate data quality and status, and to provide the ability to work with data at the archive to reduce the need to transport large volumes of data.Latest Data Discovery/New ordering capability – GLOBUS  And another breakout regarding data epochs – raised by the UEC and the radar group



User Executive Committee
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 Primary interface between ARM and the science user community

 Provides feedback to facility regarding what’s working, what is not

 Topics covered over the past two years have included:
▶ Data Quality including defining data epochs

▶ Optimizing the field campaign start-up process

▶ Data Discovery tool and the ARM Website

▶ Communication

 Looking for mechanisms to develop communications from the 
community to the UEC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recommendations and what have we acted on to date? Improvements to data discovery – e.g. integration of old datastream browser into new discovery toolReview of website – feedback toolFocus on data quality … already started on radar – now working on aerosolTopics Addressed by the UEC in 2015 and 2016Data Quality –Define data epochs - times when instruments are working properly;Convey data quality information to users;Revisit how priorities are set for reprocessing.Review of new Data Discovery Tool Provided feedback, suggestions and comments on how to improve the data discovery tool.Instrument Utilization and PrioritizationHow to best use radars, and the amount of time allotted between deployments—including AMF deployments?How to make operational decisions related to the use of the instruments (including scanning strategies)?ARM Code GuidelinesInformation to be used by developers.Communication Between the User Community, ARM and the UEC and ARMAre there specific groups that ARM and UEC should be reaching out to?How to communicate feedback to ARM?How to ensure the UEC is hearing from the entire user community?Input and feedback on the ARM/ASR PI MeetingTask prioritization within ARM



Links to the ARM User Community
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Larry Berg
PNNL

Sebastian Biraud
LBNL

Christine Chiu
Reading

Jiwen Fan
PNNL

Graham Feingold
ESRL

Andrew Gettelman
NCAR

Gannet Hallar
DRI

Jim Haywood
UK Met Office

Pavlos Kollias
Stony Brook

Erika Roesler
Sandia

Courtney Schumacher
Texas A&M

Matt Shupe
ESRL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stand-up!The user group meets approximately monthly calls - seek them out here – look for their ribbonsPoster – talk to UEC members – leave a stickyMeet with members tonight in the lounge after dinner (~8)



Additional Constituent Groups
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 ASR/ARM Science and Infrastructure Steering Committee (SISC; 
working group chairs, SFA leads, and site scientists)

 Aerosol Measurements and Science Group (Allison McComiskey, Doug 
Sisterson)

 Radar Science and Operations Group (Pavlos Kollias, Nitin Bharadwaj)

 Modeling Group (Bill Gustafson, Andy Vogelmann)

 Unmanned Aerial Systems (Beat Schmid, Mark Ivey)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SISC – important group – look to them to distill science input – in addition to the information we get from the breakout sessions



AMSG Strategic Planning Workshop
February 14-16; Argonne National Lab
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Goal
Identify impediments to 
applying ARM measurements 
to ASR science objectives 
toward the development of an 
aerosol measurement 
strategy

Process
Evaluate the status of ARM’s existing aerosol instrumentation, measurement 
strategies, and data products in the context of ARM and ASR science directions 
and the current and future needs of ARM data users

Constraints
• Budget and existing resources
• Siting (logistics versus ideal location for science)
• Prioritization: we can’t do everything everywhere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 workshop participants: AMSG members, external experts, ARM Infrastructure representatives.First face to face at Argonne – what are the impediments to applying ARM data to aerosol science quesitons important to DOE?Organized the workshop around a series of measurement themes



AMSG Workshop Outcomes 
(subset, preliminary)
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 Particle Size Distribution: Measure the complete distribution

 Absorption: Comprehensive characterization of filter-based 
measurements and adoption of new Aethelometer

 Composition: Improved characterization of ACSM, rely on PIs for 
complex chemistry measurements, collaborate with other networks

 Hygroscopic Activity: Improve characterization of HTDMA, simplify 
operation of humidigraph, and add size-resolved CCN measurements

 System Configuration: Sample air at consistent low RH through 
drying (not heating!)

 Documentation: Provide better description of AOS datastreams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See more about this in the Aerosol WG session this afternoon – but briefly – Full size distributionWork to characterize measurements of hygroscopicityDevelop an episodic/campaign strategy for chemical composition – and coordinate with other organizationsDry the inlet stream - without heatingImprove documentation – over 75 aerosol instruments and over 400 aerosol data streams



Radar Science and Operations Meeting 
Nov 14-15, 2016
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Contacts: Pavlos Kollias and Nitin Bharadwaj

Topics from the November workshop

 Radar plan: Emphasis on completing the move to unified b1-level products

 Radar Wind Profilers
▶ Map out a path to implement set of nearly complete algorithms as VAPs

▶ Evaluate clear-air performance and benefits of collecting spectra

 Review spectra compression methods and move forward with MicroARSCL

 Emphasis on b1/calibrated data and timely processing of ARSCL

 Implement idea of Epochs as a new data qualifier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss radar plan: what is in phase, successes to date, what is coming up – next review this fall



Code Sprints: Teaming PIs with ARM 
developers to fast-track Data Products
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 Bring together a team from the 
science community and ARM staff for 
an intensive period with a focused 
goal to implement a mature algorithm 
as a 

 A successful code sprint was held at 
BNL in May 2016 to develop three 
radar-related VAPs

 Today at lunch there will be a working 
lunch on this topic of community 
product development using ARM 
tools. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In May 2016 – a group met in Brookhaven to develop three VAPsTutorial at lunch today



Machine Learning (Wednesday @1:30)
 Review of activities from ARM and ASR investigators to automate data 

quality assessment and parameter uncertainties 

Virtual Field Campaigns (Thursday @10:45)
 Identifying data epochs – periods of particular interest, data quality and 

completeness – working on how to implement this to shine a light on 
these periods

 Presented from a radar perspective – but this idea also came up at the 
2015 ARM-ASR-ACME workshop as a mechanism to draw together 
the modeling community

Two Sessions Related to 
Improving Data Characterization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently testing sensitivities to different sites and different lengths of model runs for optimizationAnother breakout



Activities at this meeting
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 Participate in the breakouts –
we read the reports! Looking 
for needs and priorities

 Poster sessions

 UEC contacts this evening 
and at poster session

 Data Services Helpdesk



The Latest ARM Virtual Tour: The 
Eastern North Atlantic

February 8, 2017 16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully you’ve seen this feature – but many probably have not – Under Capabilities – or from the main page you will find links to our Atmospheric Observatories – our sites. For each of our three fixed – location sites we now have a virtual tour – latest pictured is the Eastern North Atlantic site on Graciosa IslandFollow the links to tour the site with information about many of the instruments
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